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Light absorption by surface nanoholes and nanobumps

A. Rudenkoa, C. Mauclaira, F. Garreliea, R. Stoiana, J. P. Colombiera,∗

aUniv Lyon, UJM-Saint-Etienne, CNRS, IOGS, Laboratoire Hubert Curien UMR5516, F-42023 St-Etienne, France

Abstract

This paper deals with a numerical investigation of the energy deposition induced by ultrafast laser interaction
with nanostructures. We calculate and analyze the intensity near-field reactive and radiative patterns
resulted from the interference of the incident light with light scattered by individual subwavelength holes
and bumps on the surface of metallic and dielectric materials. The role of light polarization, optical material
properties, collective effects and nature of the imperfections in localized energy absorption is elucidated. The
results open new perspectives in precise light manipulation by surface inhomogeneities and well-controlled
surface nanostructuring by ultrashort laser.

1. Introduction

Light interaction with basic surface nanos-
tructures, such as holes and ridges, lies at the
heart of subwavelength optics, signal processing on
the nanoscale, nanophotonics and nanoplasmonics.
The presence of these tiny imperfections has been
proved to modify the optical properties of the pris-
tine material, contributing to strongly enhanced
transmission, anomalous optical absorption, wave-
length filtering, and surface plasmon wave excita-
tion on metal surfaces [1–9]. Efficient light manipu-
lation on the nanoscale is hence possible nowadays
by using optical devices, where diffraction grat-
ings or nanoslits, periodic arrangements of holes or
nanoparticles serve as general counterparts. Con-
trol over the optical response of such devices re-
quires precise knowledge of the interference pat-
terns and field distributions in the vicinity of in-
dividual nanoobjects. Even if the near-field optical
microscopy is already able to reconstruct the com-
plete interference maps with nanoscale resolution
[10, 11], the understanding of the involved electro-
magnetic phenomena is possible only via rigorous
theoretical or numerical analysis.

The energy absorption maps on the surfaces are
particularly required to understand laser interac-
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tion with matter, because the patterns of maxi-
mum absorbed energy define precisely the thermo-
affected zones, where the material modification
such as ablation is likely to take place after the
energy deposition [12–19]. This way, the laser-
affected surface can be efficiently treated pulse by
pulse. The modifications strongly influence the
surface roughness and the energy deposition be-
low the surface [18, 20], therefore, it appears cru-
cial to predict in which way the absorbed energy
profiles change. Self-organization of polarization-
dependent periodic surface nanostructures is among
the impressive phenomena induced by multipulse
ultrashort laser irradiation [17, 18, 21, 22].

Light scattering by surface inhomogeneities has
been intensively studied theoretically. For instance,
the expanded Mie solutions [23, 24] were obtained
for the scattered fields of a single subwavelength
spherical nanoparticle near and on the perfectly
conducting surface [25, 26]. However, the analyt-
ical solution is complicated in case of metal or lossy
interface, as well as the arbitrary sizes of the in-
homogeneity (hole or bump) due to the non-trivial
boundary conditions at the sphere (or half-sphere)
and plane surface, which should be satisfied simul-
taneously. The charge accumulation at the edges
of the imperfection results in the phase retarda-
tion of the scattered wave, and, therefore, different
spatial energy localization [27–29]. Only the semi-
analytical dipole approximations for the scattered
fields are known in this case [30, 31], whereas the
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general problem requires calculation of Sommer-
feld’s integrals over all diffraction modes [32]. The
alternative way consists in treating the electromag-
netic problem numerically based on the complete
solution of three-dimensional Maxwell’s equations.

In this paper, we investigate numerically the en-
ergy absorption below dielectric and metallic sur-
faces with a single or several holes or ridges and ana-
lyze the influence of light polarization, optical prop-
erties of material, and arbitrary shape of nanoob-
jects on the resulting scattered radiative and non-
radiative fields. For this, we solve a full system
of Maxwell’s equations by Finite-Difference Time-
Domain approach [33, 34], which was successfully
used for scattering, transmission and absorption
data analysis in case of subwavelength individual,
periodic and randomly distributed holes and bumps
on the surface [17, 18, 21, 22, 28, 35, 36]. We focus
on two different materials, widely used in industry:
unexcited fused silica glass (dielectric) and stainless
steel (metal).

2. Modeling details

The system of three-dimensional Maxwell’s equa-
tions is solved

∂ ~E

∂t
=
∇× ~H

ε0ε∞
− 1
ε0ε∞

~J

∂ ~H

∂t
= −∇×

~E

µ0
,

(1)

where ~E is the electric field, ~H is the magnetiz-
ing field, and ~J is the electric current density, µ0 is
the permeability of free space, ε0 is the free space
permittivity, and ε∞ is the value of material per-
mittivity at infinite frequency. Drude model is in-
corporated to model the properties of the materials.
The equation for ~J current is solved to include the
dispersion of the optical properties in (1) via the
auxiliary differential equation method [34]

∂ ~J

∂t
+ ~J/ν = ε0ω

2
pl
~E, (2)

where ωpl is the plasma frequency, and ν is the colli-
sion frequency. At the edges of the grid, absorbing
boundary conditions related to convolutional per-
fect matched layers (CPML) are set to avoid non-
physical reflections [37].

Laser wavelength is fixed to be λ = 800 nm. The
refractive index and the extinction coefficients for

stainless steel are taken n = 2.57 and k = 3.12,
whereas the refractive index of fused silica glass is
n = 1.45. For stainless steel, the effective values for
the collision frequency ν = 9.15 · 1015 Hz and for
the plasma frequency ωpl = 19.2 · 1015 Hz are de-
duced from Drude formula approximation for real
and imaginary parts of permittivity and the known
refractive indices as ν = 2nkω(1 − n2 + k2) and
ω2
pl = (ω2 + ν2)(1 − n2 + k2), where ω = 2πc/λ

is the laser frequency. The dispersion-less model is
used for unexcited glass with ε∞ = n2. The influ-
ence of transient optical properties on the energy
distribution under strong excitation of dielectrics is
beyond the scope of this article, but was previously
addressed in Refs. [17, 38]. Holes and bumps are
half-spheres with radius R = 20 nm. Both holes
and bumps are centered at (0, 0, 0) positions.
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Figure 1: Classification of interference patterns resulted from
scattering by a single nanohole on metal surface.

An ultra-short Gaussian pulse is introduced as
the linear-polarized electric field excitation source

Ex(t, r, z) =
w0

w(z)
exp

[
− (t− t0)2

τ2

]
·

·exp

[
− r2

w(z)2 − ikz − ik
r2

2R(z)
+ iς(z)

]
,

(3)

where τ = 80 fs is the pulse width at half maximum
(FWHM), t0 = 160 fs is the time delay, w0 = 10µm
is the beam waist radius, w(z) = w0

√
1 + ( z

zR
)2 is

the Gaussian’s beam spot size, zR = πw0
2n0/λ is

the Rayleigh length, r = x2 + y2 is the radial dis-
tance from the beam’s waist, R(z) = z[1 + ( zR

z )2] is
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the radius of curvature of the beam’s wavefront,
and ς(z) = arctan( z

zR
) is the Gouy phase shift.

The effects of the finite spectral bandwidth in case
of extremely short laser pulses τ < 40 fs is also
investigated in the article, considering temporally-
dependent dispersion ∆λ.

Light propagates along 0z axis, whereas the light
polarization is along 0x axis. This way, x0z is
the propagation plane and x0y is the transverse
plane perpendicular to light wave-vector ~k. In
most cases, the time-integrated intensity distribu-
tion inside material (stainless steel or glass) I =
n
2

√
ε0
µ0

∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣2 is represented in the figures. This

value is proportional to the absorbed energy fur-
ther transferred to the material via Joule heating.
In Figs. 4-5 and Figs. 8-9, the intensity in normal-
ized to the maximum incident value of the electric
field E0. This way, the value (I − I0)/I0 indicates
the intensity enhancement, from which the incident
field is extracted for clarity.

We define different regimes of scattering as a
function of distance from the object under consid-
eration as indicated in Fig. 1 in case of a single
nanohole on metal surface. The closest near-field
region includes non-radiative patterns, for which
the electric field is confined to the edges of the
nanoobject. The boundary between radiative and
non-radiative fields classically corresponds to the
distance r = λ/2π, where the contributions with
amplitudes decaying proportional to 1/r and 1/r3

of an isolated electric dipole are equal [24]. The
intermediate region λ/2π < r < 2λ is the transi-
tion zone between near-field and far-field radiative
scattering.

The electric fields of both non-radiative and ra-
diative patterns are directly accessed via FDTD,
without applying the near-to-far-field transform. In
this work, we are mainly interested in absorption on
surfaces irradiated by a focused laser pulse but not
in reflection characteristics. Therefore, the analy-
sis is limited to the region of few laser wavelengths,
where the absorption is the highest, including both
non-radiative and radiative interference patterns.
The scattered fields at distances farther than few
wavelengths have repetitive behavior and can be
intuitively reproduced by taking account the decay
of the surface wave and the wavefront transforma-
tion from quasi-spherical to planar or by applying
near-to-far-field transformations [34, 39, 40].

3. Non-radiative near-field patterns
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Figure 2: Energy deposition below glass surface in the prop-
agation plane (a) with a bump R = 20 nm, (b) with a hole
R = 20 nm and in the transverse plane on the surface (c)
with a bump R = 20 nm, (d) with a hole R = 20 nm.

Fig. 2 shows the intensity distribution on a glass
surface in the propagation (a, b) and in the trans-
verse planes (c, d). In case of a bump on dielec-
tric surface, the energy is equally deposited on the
top of the bump and on both edges of the equato-
rial plane intersecting the surface. Therefore, the
peaks of the nanometric bumps are likely to be
erased by laser ablation. The local field enhance-
ment results in the maxima parallel and minima
perpendicularly to light polarization in the trans-
verse plane. In case of a nanometric hole on dielec-
tric surface, the energy is mostly deposited inside
the hole. In this case, the maxima of local field
are perpendicular to laser polarization. This way,
the material ablation with holes leads to more pro-
nounced deeper holes and the reinforcement of po-
larization dependency of the absorbed energy below
dielectric surface. The polarization dependency of
the intensity maxima can be understood by a simple
analogy with Mie theory. In fact, hole on glass sur-
face owns the properties of matter with smaller re-
fractive index inside the material with greater one.
In contrast, the properties of bump below the sur-
face result from the continuous prolongation of the
electric field above the surface, where a particle of
glass (bump) is surrounded by air, therefore, matter
with larger refractive index embedded in medium
with smaller refractive index. Regarding Fig. 2(c)
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and Fig. 2(d), the minor nanometric change in sur-
face morphology results in contrasting switching of
polarization-dependent near-field optical response.
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Figure 3: Energy deposition below metal surface in the prop-
agation plane (a) with a bump R = 20 nm, (b) with a hole
R = 20 nm and in the transverse plane (c) with a bump
R = 20 nm, (d) with a hole R = 20 nm.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the intensity distribution
below a metallic surface. One of the principle dif-
ference with glass is that the energy is no more de-
posited on the top of the metallic bump but only
on the surface dominantly in the direction parallel
to laser polarization. This result indicates that the
laser ablation not necessarily erases the bump, but
rather yields a more pronounced imperfection. The
formation mechanisms of laser-induced bump-like
bubble crescents and cone-shaped nanovolcanoes on
thin titanium films have been recently investigated
and the dominant vertical modes of the structures
at normal incidence irradiation have been success-
fully applied to color marking [8]. The energy is
still deposited mostly inside the nanometric hole,
and similar dependencies of local field maxima per-
pendicular to laser polarization for stainless steel
are revealed in Fig. 3(b, d). Therefore, the mate-
rial ablation favors the formation of deep ellipsoidal
holes elongated perpendicular to laser polarization.
The light interaction with non-symmetrical imper-
fections is investigated further in the manuscript.

The above results remain qualitatively accurate
for sizes of holes and bumps smaller than the wave-
length of light R < λ

2π .

4. Radiative and non-radiative responses
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Figure 4: Absorbed energy in the transverse plane on glass
surface with (a) a bump, (b) a hole and on metal surface
with (c) a bump, (d) a hole of R = 20 nm. Light inter-
action exhibit contrasting polarization-sensitive interference
patterns (in the micrometer scale) depending on the optical
material properties and the nature of imperfections.

Fig. 4 shows the main features of both radiative
and non-radiative fields scattered by subwavelength
imperfections on the surface. The interference pat-
terns are more pronounced in perpendicular direc-
tion to light polarization on glass surface and in
parallel direction on metal surface. In contrast to
local near-field, the orientation of the radiative pat-
terns does not depend on the nature of the imper-
fections (compare Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 4(b) and
Fig. 4(c) with Fig. 4(d)). The striking difference
is revealed, however, in the distances between the
intensity maxima positions and the emission cen-
ters. This fact is related to different phase retarda-
tion of surface waves scattered by holes and bumps.
This way, the first far-field maxima (to differ be-
tween the local near-field) are on the greater dis-
tance from the hole than from the bump for glass
surface and from the bump than from the hole for
metal surface. Note that the difference is related
directly to charge accumulation on the interface of
imperfection and, therefore, to local near-field dis-
tributions. For glass, the interference patterns rep-
resent spherical standing waves with λ/n spacings
in Fig. 4(a, b), whereas for metal the symmetry
is broken due to additional contribution of surface
plasmon wave in the direction parallel to the elec-
tric field with spacings ≈ λ in Fig. 4(c, d). The
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absorbed energy maps, however, do not allow us to
separate the contribution of surface plasmon wave
from so-called quasi-cylindrical wave [30]. This fact
will be discussed further in the article. In case of
holes on thin metallic films, the near-field optical
microscopy was applied to observe the radiative in-
terference patterns similar to ones calculated in Fig.
4(d) [10, 11].

Interestingly, Fig. 4 evidences the symmetry
principle of scattering by nanoholes and nanobumps
of equivalent size. If we superpose the interference
patterns either in Figs. 4(a, b) or in Figs. 4(c,
d), we can note that they are more pronounced for
hole for locations where they are less pronounced
for bump.

Figure 5: Absorbed energy below stainless steel surface in
the transverse plane with an intrinsic void of R = 20 nm at
50 nm below (a) metal surface and (b) glass surface. The
optical response of nanovoids inside the material varies from
the response of surface imperfections in Fig. 4.

The presence of intrinsic imperfections also influ-
ences the field distribution below the surface [18].
The response of such intrinsic voids is completely
different from surface holes and bumps and can be
understood by Mie theory for a spherical nanopar-
ticle in media. The resulting interference patterns
calculated by FDTD are shown in Fig. 5 for intrin-
sic voids inside but near metal and glass surfaces.
The non-radiative fields are qualitatively similar for
the imperfections of different nature. Regarding the
radiative field, the maxima of the absorbed energy
correspond to the positions in the direction perpen-
dicular to polarization in both cases of metal and
glass surface. The spherical wave has, however, dif-
ferent decays as the distance from the emission cen-
ter changes. The surface wave decays faster in case
of metal due to non-negligible extinction coefficient
and significant losses. This way, only the first inten-
sity maxima is visible. In case of glass, the decay of
periodic patterns with characteristic λ/n spacings
is only due to radiative losses and is similar to the
optical response of a hole on a glass surface.

5. Nature of the surface waves

Figure 6: Electric field Ex distribution in the air and below
the surface in the propagation plane in case of hole/bump
(a) on metal surface and (b) on glass surface. The figures
are brought together in order to show the phase difference
and the symmetry principle of the response of bumps and
holes.

Some additional information can be accessed via
FDTD by analyzing the electric field distributions
in the propagation plane. Recently, the nature of
surface waves responsible for the electric field max-
ima has been intensively debated in the literature
[30, 31]. The semi-analytical approaches consider-
ing the scattered fields of a dipole on metal-air in-
terface indicate that the total scattered field is the
sum of surface plasmon and quasi-cylindrical wave
contributions [30, 31]. The behavior of surface plas-
mon wave near metal-air interface is well-known,
particularly the strong exponential decay with the
distance from the interface in the air and in the
metal. In contrast, the quasi-cylindrical wave de-
cays more slowly and can still propagate in the air.
This way, the total electric field distribution in Fig.
6(a) shows that both of waves exist on metal-air
interface and are phase-shifted. The nature of this
phase-shift has been previously discussed in terms
of surface wave retardation due to charge accumu-
lation at the edges of hole or bump [27]. In case
of glass surface, there is no mismatch in Fig. 6(b),
because the condition of surface plasmon wave ex-
citation is not satisfied, therefore, only the quasi-
cylindrical surface wave contributes to the total
scattered electric field.

Interestingly, different surface topography results
in different shifts and electric field maxima po-
sitions regarding the emission center. Fig. 6
clearly demonstrates the symmetry principle both
for metal and glass surface imperfections. Disre-
garding the fact that the amplitude of scattered
field from the hole is greater than for the bump, the
electric fields of opposite imperfections are out of
phase by π and, therefore, compensate each other.
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6. Finite spectral bandwidth
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Figure 7: Influence of finite spectral bandwidth on the inter-
ference patterns in the vicinity of a single nanohole on metal
surface. The considered pulse durations and wavelength dis-
persion are indicated in each sub-figure (a-d).

The shorter the femtosecond pulse is, the larger
the spectral bandwidth, defined as ∆λ = λ∆ω

ω =
2 ln 2
πcτ λ

2 for a Gaussian pulse. This way, one obtains
∆λ ≈ 94.08 nm for τ = 10 fs with bandwidth cen-
tered to λ = 800 nm. The other two factors that
potentially influence the interference patterns are
the changes in refractive indices due to the presence
of multiple wavelengths and the pulse duration it-
self - the number of optical cycles (one optical cycle
is ≈ 2.67 fs). We investigate the influence of these
factors on the basic interference patterns from a
nanohole on metal surface. Firstly, we check that
the refractive index changes (the refractive index
dependence on wavelength is taken from Ref. [41]
for Fe) do not play a significant role even quantita-
tively. Then, we verify that the similar interference
patterns with similar decay and amplitude can be
obtained for one or two-cycle pulses without taking
into account the dispersion and keeping unchanged
the fluence. Hence, the limited distance of scat-
tered wave propagation from the object due to short
pulses does not affect the radiative interference pat-
terns up to few microns from the object. Finally,
we investigate the impact of dispersion λ±∆λ, by
simulating Gaussian pulse with temporally depen-
dent wavelength. The results for 10 fs, 20 fs and 40
fs are shown in Fig. 7 and compared with the inter-
ference patterns in case of fixed wavelength equal
to λ = 800 nm. The fluence is kept unchanged for

different pulse durations. The radiative interfer-
ence patterns are similar in case of 40 fs pulse, but
change quantitatively and become less pronounced
for shorter pulses of 10 fs and 20 fs in Fig. 7(a,
b). Therefore, the temporal pulse broadening re-
sults in a smaller amplitude produced by the cen-
tral wavelength and lower absorbed energy on the
surface. The visible interference patterns in Fig.
7(a, b) are still the result of the interaction mostly
with central wavelength of laser pulse, but the pat-
terns are more dispersed and less pronounced due to
the presence of other shifted wavelengths. Further-
more, both quasi-cylindrical and surface plasmon
waves are affected, because the intensity is reduced
in both perpendicular and parallel direction to laser
polarization. The influence of finite spectral band-
width on resonant surface plasmon excitation by
prism coupling technique was previously measured
and investigated [42].

7. Elongated and random topographies
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Figure 8: Absorbed energy in the transverse plane on glass
surface (a) with a nanoridge of Rx = Rz = 20 nm and
Ry = 500 nm or (b) with a nanoslit above the surface Rx =
Rz = 20 nm and Ry = 500 nm. Absorbed energy in the
transverse plane below metal surface (c) with a nanoridge of
Ry = Rz = 20 nm and Rx = 500 nm or (d) with a nanoslit
above the surface Ry = Rz = 20 nm and Rx = 500 nm.
For clearness, the imperfection positions centered at (0, 0, 0)
are indicated by blue ellipsoids. The interference patterns
qualitatively differ from the corresponding ones in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 indicates that the polarization-dependent
orientation of the maxima of radiative patterns are
mostly subject of the material properties, whereas
the nature and the arbitrary size or shape of the im-
perfection do not play a key role. However, this re-
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Figure 9: Absorbed energy distributions and their Fourier Transforms (FT) in the transverse plane on glass surface with (a)
holes, (b) bumps and on metal surface with (c) holes, (d) bumps of R = 20 nm. k0 = 2π/λ is the wave-vector of propagation
in air.

mains true only if the size of hole or bump is smaller
than wavelength and its shape is symmetrical. For
instance, Fig. 8 shows that the maxima of the elec-
tric field in the direction parallel to the electric field
polarization on metal surface or in the direction
perpendicular to the electric field on glass surface
can be significantly enhanced if the imperfection
has an ellipsoidal shape and a length approaching
to laser wavelength. For instance, the closest in-
tensity maxima to imperfections switch from paral-
lel (typical to subwavelength symmetrical holes or
bumps as in Fig. 4(a, b)) to perpendicular posi-
tions on glass surface in Fig. 8(a, b). In contrast,
the closest intensity maxima switch from perpen-
dicular (as in Fig. 4(c, d)) to parallel positions on
metal surface as shown in Fig. 8(c, d). These fea-
tures have consequences in multipulse irradiation,
where evolving surface topography or deformation
centers influence the feedback process [17]. The in-
troduction of artificial supra-wavelength scattering
objects on the surface, such as elongated nanoridges
and nanoslits, affects not only the dominant pattern
configuration, but also results in more regular pla-
nar wavefront of the scattered waves [12, 13, 19].
Our calculations indicate, however, that the origin

of these waves is mixed depending on the structure
geometry and, therefore, on Mie scattering or pre-
viously mentioned quasi-cylindrical waves on the
surface, optical properties of the media (metal or
glass), and, where the conditions are satisfied, ad-
ditional contribution of surface plasmon wave for
metal surfaces, as proposed in Refs. [12, 19]. Simi-
lar geometrical effects from more complexed struc-
tures such as microtriangles and microsquares with
imprinted patterns oriented both perpendicular and
parallel to laser polarization were observed experi-
mentally [14].

Fig. 9 shows the interference patterns as a re-
sult of light interaction with randomly distributed
holes and bumps below glass and metal surfaces.
For simplicity, we choose the identical positions
of the imperfections with the same concentration
C = 0.5% or the same average inter-object distance
d ≈ 1.5µm on x0y transverse plane in all the cases
in Fig. 9. The resulting absorption maps are the
consequences of the coherent response of individ-
ual bumps and holes from Fig. 4, therefore, the
features regarding polarization dependency of ra-
diative and non-radiative fields remain qualitatively
the same. The coherence here plays an important
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role as the patterns result from the interference of
the same incident field with the scattered surface
waves [22]. The coupling effects, however, are al-
most negligible for the average distances between
imperfections exceeding the laser wavelength. This
fact is clearly seen from Fourier Transforms (FT)
of the corresponding images. The response from
radiative fields there corresponds to smaller wave-
vectors, whereas the non-radiative fields are char-
acterized by more dispersed frequency profiles with
larger values of wave-vectors. The radiative field
patterns on metal surface are straight perpendicu-
lar to laser polarization, whereas the patterns on
glass surface conserve more pronounced properties
of spherical waves, having the dominant orientation
parallel to laser polarization. The average spacings
on metal surface correspond to ≈ λ (or kx/k0 ≈ 1
on FT), whereas the average spacings on glass sur-
face are close to λ/n (or ky/k0 ≈ 1.5 on FT). Again,
the symmetry principle regarding the energy ab-
sorption by holes and bumps can be applied for
complex systems as in Fig. 9.

The quasi-periodic interference patterns induced
by nanoscale surface imperfections have been previ-
ously proposed to explain the formation mechanism
of laser-induced periodic surface structures with pe-
riods of λ/n parallel to electric field polarization on
dielectric surfaces, with periods of λ perpendicu-
lar to electric field polarization on metal surfaces,
as well as periods significantly smaller than laser
wavelength [18, 21, 22]. Our article completes the
previous investigations by summarizing the vari-
ety of polarization-dependent interference patterns
with different orientations depending on the nature
of imperfections, their shape and position regarding
the surface.

8. Conclusion

We have numerically investigated the energy de-
position below the surface by light interaction with
single holes and bumps. This study provides quali-
tative and quantitative estimations of the scattered
radiative and non-radiative patterns below metallic
and dielectric surfaces. Among interesting peculiar-
ities of light interaction with imperfections, we can
underline the main following observations

(1) inverse local non-radiative field response of
nanoholes and nanoridges, controllable by light po-
larization;

(2) inverse radiative response of imperfections de-
pending on optical material properties (metal, di-
electric);

(3) inversion of absorbed energy maxima position
for surface nanoholes and intrinsic voids close to
metal surface;

(4) different phase retardation and position of ab-
sorbed energy maxima for metal nanobumps and
nanoholes on metal surfaces;

(5) less pronounced interference patterns for fem-
tosecond pulses shorter than 40 fs due to finite spec-
tral bandwidth;

(6) switching of absorbed energy maxima po-
sition in case of elongated imperfections of near-
wavelength size;

(7) joint interference patterns as a result of col-
lective response of imperfections.

This study provides original ideas towards
nanoscale design of surfaces, optimal laser-induced
nanostructuring and nanolithography, precise light
manipulation by surface imperfections, and fabri-
cation of polarization-sensitive devices.
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Highlights: 

 

1) Non-radiative patterns near surface holes and bumps are inversed 

2) Far-field maxima and minima positions are inversed for holes and bumps   

3) Interference maxima have opposite orientation on glass and metal surfaces  

4) Interference maxima qualitatively differ for holes and voids close to surface 

5) Less pronounced patterns for short pulses with finite spectral bandwidth  

6) Asymmetric shape may switch the absorbed energy maxima positions 

7) Multiple holes and bumps generate joint interference patterns on the surface  
 
 
 
 
 

*Highlights (for review)


